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MILLWORK BAKERY

FROM HER HEARTH TO YOUR HOME
BY SUNIL MALAPATI
She calls it a box in a box. A box-like bakery inside a
large box warehouse. And in that box in a box, there
are smaller boxes full of hot air. Pale dough shaped
into simple mounds or more fantastic shapes goes
into those smaller boxes and comes out puffed up and
brown. The aroma is one of plentitude, the warm allembracing glow of baking. Eventually, these goodies will
make their way to area restaurants or to the Farmers’
Market on Saturday mornings, but right now, Georgia
Mihalakis is the one ruling this kingdom of smells.
Baking. Is there any other food activity that conjures
up comfort, tradition and a holiday spirit as effortlessly
as baking? In the Tri-State area, one baker stands apart
from others. Georgia Mihilakis has been a familiar fixture
on the Dubuque food scene for nearly two decades, from
Café Manna Java on Lower Main Street in the aughts to
the Roshek Building at the turn of the decade and now
operating out of the Millwork District. Indeed, we could
chart the areas where the city most focused its energies
by charting where Georgia established her presence!
Georgia Mihilakis and her sister established Café
Manna Java in 2002 in the Lower Main Street area just
as the area was starting to come back. Georgia is a
Dubuque native who grew up back when Dubuque was
all about John Deere and the packaging plant. Georgia had trained as a baker at the San Fransisco Baking
Institute, with the world famous Didier Rosada making
the strongest impression on her. Didier has trained the
US Baking team (yes, they exist!) for the Coup de Monde
de Boulangerie baking competition in Paris. Georgia
brought her baking skills to Dubuque and her sister took
care of the front of the house. Café Manna Java was one
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of my earliest haunts when I first moved to Dubuque. I
was addicted to the blueberry cream cheese turnovers
and their excellent coffee. The tartness of the blueberries
and the luscious texture of cream cheese perfectly balanced with sugar and wrapped up in billowy puff pastry
with caramelized sugar on top. As perfect a turnover
as I ever had. Luckily, you can still get those turnovers
at the Farmers’ Market every Saturday morning.
Café Manna Java soon expanded its offering to
include food. Sandwiches made from homemade bread
and you could buy the same loaves to take home! Thin
crust pizzas baked to perfection in a brick oven—I still
have memories of their artichoke four cheese pizza!
The business thrived as Lower Main Street rebounded.
Then came the great recession of 2008 and IBM moving to the Roshek Building in 2009. Georgia moved the
Café, now a World Café to the Roshek Building. The
brick oven didn’t make the transition, but the breads
and pastries did. While downtown Dubuque managed
to survive the recession fairly well, Georgia was finding the restaurant business exhausting. She wanted
to focus on just the baking and not being called to do
a thousand things as a restaurateur. Café Manna Java
closed and she opened Millwork Bakery. Georgia now
sells baked goods to several restaurants in Dubuque in
addition to selling them directly at Farmers’ Market.
Georgia is an artisanal baker trained in the European style. Artisanal baking is about continual refinement of technique and paying attention to ingredients
and methods every step of the way. The aim is not to
produce consistent product like a mass manufacturer
but to allow room for the personality of the baker to
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come forth. Georgia prefers to focus just on the baking process when she is working, letting the mind
drift and the creative juices flow. It is almost a form of
meditation, being both mindful and distracted at the
same time. It is hard working and reworking the dough,
shaping it, filling it with various things and then trusting
an iron box to do the rest. It is that last step—trusting
an oven and not being able to fine tune the product
most chefs are afraid of. A baker only controls the
preparation and prays to the oven gods to do the rest.
The rhythms of baking suit Georgia’s personality and
without the demands of running a restaurant, she feels
unencumbered. She sets goals for herself every day
with retirement somewhere on the distant horizon.
Georgia now has a network of restaurateurs who
keep her busy in addition to the breads, baguettes,
croissants, pastries, scones and cookies she makes for
Farmers’ Market. She makes pretzel sticks among other
things for 7 Hills Brewery. Her cinnamon rolls, cookies and pastries are a regular feature at Inspire Café.
Hotel Julien Dubuque, L.May Eatery and Convivium
Urban Farmstead all order products from her, especially
cheesecakes. “Dubuque has been good to me,” she says.
The local and sustainable trends in the past decade
have been to her benefit. Attendance at Dubuque
Farmers’ Market has steadily increased, with Dubuque
Winter Farmers’ Market gaining a stronger foothold.
Georgia loves experimenting with new flavors and
crusts when it comes to cheesecakes. She recently was
asked to create a pistachio cheesecake, and I asked her
describe her process of figuring out the final product.
“Make a mistake,” she exclaims. After a lot of internet
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searches to find potential combinations and recipes, she will give it a try
and almost certainly make a mistake,
agonize, problem solve and do much
better the second time. Allowing herself
to make mistakes and keeping an open
mind to figure things out, taking that
time to get it right, it takes a level of
confidence to try new things. Bakers
tend to be a traditional lot and repeat
with exactitude well-sourced recipes.
After all, so much of baking is a science,
and artisanal bakers have to take the
bold step of being artists while retaining the science and the craft. Georgia
was not born into baking, with neither
her mother nor her grandmother being
particularly good at it. She developed
a passion for it by reading books and
then training with European masters.
Perhaps, it is this exposure from outside that helps her maintain a balance
between the craft and the artistry.
According to Brian Wansink, a Cornell
professor who studies how people
interact with food, most good cooks fall

into five categories, and bakers generally tend to be giving cooks. I mention
this to Georgia and she gently laughs.
She tells me about reading a Raymond
Carver story about a baker who made
a birthday cake that was never picked
up. The baker kept calling the family who ordered the cake, a cake he
put a lot of effort into. The tale has a
bittersweet ending I am loath to give
away, but the cake brings a whole lot
of people together. For Georgia, all her
hard work is worth the smiles and eager
anticipation of her customers. She talked
about her almond croissants that are
like crack—she just has to get them to
try it once! As they walk away with the
goodies, some of them, too impatient
to wait until they get home, bite into
the pastry, look back at Georgia and
give a conspiratorial smile, as if to say
“I can’t believe how good this is!” The
warm tendrils of love that emanate from
those iron boxes full of hot air in that
box in a box now connect this generous
baker and her enthralled customers. n

MILLWORK BAKERY
563-564-2066
MILLWORKBAKERY.COM

Open at Farmers Market every Saturday morning
in addition to other area food establishments.

SUNIL MALAPATI
SUNIL IS NERDY ABOUT ALL THINGS FOOD, SCIENCE, FOOD SCIENCE AND
THEATRE. HE WILL GLADLY ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS (AS WELL AS BORE
YOU WITH FOOD LORE) IF YOU EMAIL HIM AT DINING@DUBUQUE365.COM.
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